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Musical emotion variation detection (MEVD) algorithms predict emotions
expressed in music from its acoustic content by tracking emotional changes along
the duration of a musical excerpt on a certain temporal resolution, e.g., 2 Hz. In
this talk, we summarize the lessons learned from organizing an MEVD bench-
mark at MediaEval multimedia benchmarking initiative1 over three years. The
data set that we collected through crowdsourcing contains temporally vary-
ing annotations for more than 1700 musical excerpts [3, 1]. We describe the
strategies used to improve the quality of this data. We then briefly present
our evaluation strategy and the best performing automatic methods. We iden-
tified that one of the main challenges lies in collecting the ground truth. The
inter-annotator agreement achieved with the state-of-the-art annotation strat-
egy is still rather low with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.24 for valence and 0.31 for
arousal (compare with 0.32 and 0.33 respectively in [2], where a similar anno-
tation method is employed). We identified a number of challenges for music
annotation for MEVD. First, the typical size (less than a minute) of the musical
excerpts is too small. Second, giving ratings on an absolute scale is problem-
atic to humans, especially in real time. Third, task necessitates tracking and
responding continuously which leads to obtaining annotations on different struc-
tural levels (individual notes, phrases, sections). Nevertheless, we believe that
this benchmark will serve as a milestone in advancing MEVD with a goal of
building automatic models and mining features relevant to model emotion per-
ception in music.

1http://www.multimediaeval.org
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